
Name:
Gift pack Bruynooghe 'coffee pads'
SKU:
508562
Sales Unit:
items
Net Content:
1*762G
Description:
Looking for the perfect gift for every coffee lover (or a pampering moment for
yourself)? <br>Discover the range of Bruynooghe coffee pads in this fun gift
box! The matching cups and the storage tin complete your Bruynooghe coffee
moment.<br>This gift packaging contains:<br>1 x BRUYNOOGHE COFFEE
PADS EXTRA SUPERIOR 18 pcs.<br>1 x BRUYNOOGHE COFFEE PADS
DECAF 18 pcs.<br>2 x BRUYNOOGHE DESIGN CUP 17 CL (colour may
vary)<br>1 x PROMO BRUYNOOGHE STORAGE TIN RED <p
style="color:white;">xyz</p>

Name:
Tasting pack coffee pads Senseo
SKU:
508576
Sales Unit:
Pack
Net Content:
1*476G
Description:
A package for lovers of coffee pads with the perfect crema. Thanks to this
discovery pack, you can get to know these exclusive brands at great prices.
This sample pack contains:<br>1x BRUYNOOGHE COFFEE PADS EXTRA
SUPERIOR 18 pcs.<br>1x MIKO COFFEE PADS SUPREME 18 pcs.<br>1x
PURO FAIRTRADE COFFEE PADS 16 pcs.<br>1x PURO FAIRTRADE
COFFEE PADS ORGANIC 16 pcs.

Name:
Pads Bruynooghe extra superior 18pc/pack
SKU:
527400
Sales Unit:
Bag
Net Content:
18*7G
Description:
Bruynooghe Extra Superior is a strong, balanced blend that gives the coffee a
strong aftertaste. This dark roast coffee is characterised by nutty flavours and
hints of citrus. Suitable for coffee pad machines. <br/>From slow brew to
espresso, as a barista or grandmother. Bruynooghe coffee is as versatile and
stubborn as you are. We go for the ultimate coffee experience by bringing
together the best of different worlds. We combine tradition with innovation and
connect generations.



Name:
Pads Miko decaffeinated 18pc/pack
SKU:
527411
Sales Unit:
Bag
Net Content:
18*7G
Description:
Miko Decaf is a subtly roasted coffee without caffeine. Suitable for coffee pad
machines. <br/>Miko is a story of innovation, success and sheer hard work.
Having been in operation for more then 200 years, Miko is a coffee roaster
with an impeccable heritage and passion for coffee.

Name:
Pads Miko supreme 18pc/pack
SKU:
527410
Sales Unit:
Bag
Net Content:
18*7G
Description:
Miko Supreme is a smooth coffee with a beautiful crema. Suitable for coffee
pad machines. <br/>Miko is a story of innovation, success and sheer hard
work. Having been in operation for more then 200 years, Miko is a coffee
roaster with an impeccable heritage and passion for coffee.

Name:
Pads Bruynooghe decaffeinated 18pc/pack
SKU:
527401
Sales Unit:
Bag
Net Content:
18*7G
Description:
Bruynooghe Decaf is a strong coffee with sweeter floral accents. This slightly
acidic coffee contains no caffeine. Suitable for coffee pad machines.
<br/>From slow brew to espresso, as a barista or grandmother. Bruynooghe
coffee is as versatile and stubborn as you are. We go for the ultimate coffee
experience by bringing together the best of different worlds. We combine
tradition with innovation and connect generations.

Name:
Pads Puro Fairtrade organic 16pc/pack
SKU:
527422
Sales Unit:
Bag
Net Content:
16*7G
Description:
Puro Organic Pads are a 100% Arabica blend of the best shade grown coffee.
This coffee is 100% Fairtrade and organically certified. Suitable for coffee pad
machines. <br/>Every pack of Puro coffee proudly carries the Fairtrade label,
the guarantee that the coffee farmers get a fair price for their coffee beans.
With every cup of Puro coffee you drink, you also protect a piece of
endangered rainforest. Since 2016, all CO2 emissions from producing Puro
coffee have been offset.



Name:
Pads Puro Fairtrade 16pc/pack
SKU:
527420
Sales Unit:
Bag
Net Content:
16*7G
Description:
Puro Pads is a balanced blend with a complex character: the Arabicas, grown
at high altitude, have a mild and floral taste. The addition of premium
Robustas gives the coffee an undertone of dark chocolate. Puro Fairtrade
Coffee is made from 100% Fairtrade certified espresso beans. Suitable for
coffee pad machines. <br>Origins: Peru, Honduras, Congo<br/>Every pack of
Puro coffee proudly carries the Fairtrade label, the guarantee that the coffee
farmers get a fair price for their coffee beans. With every cup of Puro coffee
you drink, you also protect a piece of endangered rainforest. Since 2016, all
CO2 emissions from producing Puro coffee have been offset.

Name:
POUCH FOUNTAIN DESSERT 12X4X60G
SKU:
509486
Sales Unit:
Carton
Net Content:
48*60G
Description:

Name:
POUCH MOKAFINA BGS PADS 100% A 12X4X65G
SKU:
509485
Sales Unit:
Carton
Net Content:
48*65G
Description:


